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laluminum target specimens of various thicknesses and configurations, and a 0.22
(in.) caliber projectile which struck the ta ets perpendicularly at their center
with a velocity of 375 m/s. The results for the velocity drop show fairlv good
agreement between experiments and predictions, and greater ballistic resistance
of the laminated configuration.
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PROJECTILE PERFORATION OF MULTI-LAYERED BEAMS 1
05

by

I. Marom and S. R. Bodner2

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

Technion - Israel Institute of Technology

Abstract

A combined analytical and experimental study has been performed

on the ballistic resistance of layered targets, in particular of

flat, relatively thin beams with clamped ends in spaced and laminated

(i.e., in contact without bonding) conditions. The theoretical

analysis combines the effect of structural deformation with the

mechanism of perforation. This requires a redefinition of the

ballistic limit velocity as the initial impact velocity for which

the post perforation velocity and the structural deformation velo-

city of the impa9t point would be equal at the same time. The

ballistic tests were based on commercially pure and alloy (6061-T6)

aluminum target specimens of various thicknesses and configurations,

and a 0.22 (in.) caliber projectile which struck the targets per-

pendiculrly at their center with a velocity of 375 m/s. The

results for the velocity drop show fairly good agreement between

3xperiments and predictions, and greater ballistic resistance of

the laminated configuration.
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Introduction

R Multi-layered shielding for protection against ballistic per-

foration is employed for certain applications where it is considered

to be advantageous over monolithic structures. In the case of hyper-

velocity impact by meteoroids, for example, an outer shield could,

serve to break the projectile into fragments before it hits the main

structure, e.g. [l]. The problem of ballistic perforation of multi-

layered target plates at standard ordnance velocities, i.e., from

about 300 to 1000 m/s, has not received much attention and it compli-

cates the already formidable perforation problem. The current status

of this problem for single target plates has recently been the sub-

ject of an extensive review by Backman and Goldsmith [2].

For ordinary perpendicular ballistic impact (i.e., impact velo-

cities less than about 1000 m/s) of ductile targets, it is not ob-

vious that separate layers have an advantage over a monolithic plate

of equal weight. A limited number of results on multi-layered tar-

gets is available in the literature, e.g. [3,4,5], and some interest-

ing observations have been made, but general conclusions are diffi-

cult to formulate on the basis of special cases and materials. At

moderate impact velocities, it would appear that layered plates in

contact should be advantageous over similar separated layers, but

it is not certain that they have more resistance than equivalent mono-

lithic plates. Maintenance of contact between layered plates in-

creases the effect of the compressive force acting on the projectile

which leads to its greater deceleration and also to its flattening.

Comparing laminated (in contact) to monolithic targets, the former
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have lower shear resistance but are more conducive to overall de-

formation (also referred to as bulging and dishing) which can be

a significant energy absorbing mechanism. Whichever effect domi-

nates in particular cases would indicate the relative advantage.

An important aspect in analyzing the multi-layered target

problem is the interaction of the perforation process with overall

structural deformation. Previous studies on the topic have con-

sidered these as essentially uncoupled effects, e.g. [6,7,8,91. At

high velocities relative to the ballistic limit, the time for per-

foration is short compared to that of structural response, so

bulging could be considered a late stage consequence of the impulse

imparted by perforation. Alternatively, at low velocities the

structural response of the target plate is considered as an initial

stage preceding possible perforation.

A coupled perforation-bending analysis of clamped beam targets

is developed in the current paper. It is based on the ballistic

perforation theories of Recht and Ipso. [10] and Awerbuch and Bodner

[11,12] and the dynamic plastic beam bending theory of Parkes [13,14].

Beams consisting of flat, relatively thin flat strips of Aluminum

with clamped ends were chosen for the targets to somewhat s. "l ify

the analysis and the associated experiments, but similar resulta

should apply for plate targets under the appropriate test conditions

and corresponding analyses. For plates, analyses such as those cf

Beynet and Plunkett [7] or Dienes and Miles [8] for the plastic mem-

brane response of impacted plates would substitute for the plastic

beam bending results of Parkes. As in the above references, the
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effects of elastic and plastic wave propagation and of friction and

heating are not considered in this investigation.

iAn experimental program was conducted in conjunction with the

analysis to guide the theoretical development and to supply results

for comparison. The beam specimen materials were l100-H14, l100-H16,

and 6061-T6 aluminum, and an ordinary 0.22 (in.) caliber lead bullet

was the projectile. High speed photographs were taken to supply in-

formation on the perforation process, the residual velocity, and the

perforation time.

As expected, layered targets in contact has superior ballistic

resistance over spaced layers in this particular application. There

was also some advantage of the laminated (in contact) beams over

monolithic targets of equivalent thickness due to the overall bending

" effect. Optimizing the number and thicknesses of the layers for a

given total thickness could probably be achieved on the basis of

the developed analysis, but this was not attempted here.
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Analysis

An unresolved problem in the investigation of ballistic perfora-

tion of multi-layered as well as uniform target plates is the inter-

action between overall structural deformation and the localized

mechanism of perforation. A parameter that could combine these

effects is the ballistic limit velocity which is the minimum impact

velocity required for perforation, or, alternatively, the maximum

impact velocity corresponding to zero residual velocity. The ballis-

tic limit velocity is an essential parameter in the energy balance

equation of ballistic perforation [10].

A method for considering structural deformation effects in the

mechanism of perforation is to redefine the ballistic limit velocity

as the impact velocity for which the residual velocity equals the

structural response velocity at the impact point. That is, the

ballistic limit is reached when the relative velocity between theIexiting projectile and the structural movement at the impact point
becomes zero. More precisely, the ballistic limit velocity could

be calculated as the initial impact velocity such that the residual

velocity obtained from the kinetic equations of perforation [11]

would be equal to the impact point motion according to rigid-plastic

f beam theory [13,14], (or appropriate dynamic plate response theories,

e.g. [6,7,8]). The time for perforation obtained from [11] would be

the time at which the qtructural motion is calculated. With the

ballistic limit velocity known, the momentum and energy balance

equations of [10] serve to obtain residual velocities for higher

impact velocities.
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In applying this concept to multi-layered targets, it is con-

venient to consider each layer individually during the perforation

process. Downstream layers would have no effect on the current

impacted layer for separated beams, while the main influence of

laminated but unbonded systems would be to generate an additional

compressive force on the projectile-plug system. This compressive

force leads to greater flattening of the projectile and to an addi-

tional work term in the energy balance euation.

For independent, separated layers, the energy balance relation

for the residual velocity of a single layer is given by eq. (5) of

[10), which, in slightly modified form is

I _ _ L
-. _ __ _ - _ __ _(1)

r m m
+1(1 + q m

where

Vr = residual velocity (of current layer)f
V. = impact velocity of projectile (for current layer)

VL = ballistic limit velocity (of current layer)

me = total mass of material ejected from layer = nd2hp/4

m. = total mass of projectile prior to impact of current

layer (including material ejected from previous layers)

p = fraction of initial projedtile mass after fragmentation

losses

q = fraction of ejected material mass moving with projectile

after fragmentation losses

It
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Id = current diameter of projectile and ejected mass (assumed

constant within each (thin) layer)

h thickness of current layer

p mass density of. target material

In practice, +-he coefficients p and q were found in the asso-

ciated experimental program to be close to unity and p = q =1 was

used in the calculations. A procedure for predicting projectile

flattening with penetration distance is not available so d has to

be determined by direct experimental observation or from empirical

information.

When the target layers are in contact, the energy balance

relation should include the work performed on the supporting layers

during the plugging process. This would be the work done by the

ultimate compressive stress a acting on the plug area 7d2/4 over

the distance of the layer thickness h. The stress, ac' is considered

to be constant during the perforation process, so Vr for this case

is given by

1 -L c d h  (2)

r = m +
T mas + + q, ]) (2)m mi

The mass coefficients p' and q' could, in principle, be different in

this case, but were observed to be also close to unity for the asso-

ciated experiments. For the last layer in a sequence of layers in

contact, the compressive stress effect would be absent so eq. (1)

would be applicable. Because of added projectile flattening due to

IDRR RIII n iB i ni R B lWF
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the compressive stress, the values of d for layers in contact, would be greater than for equivalent separated layers.

It is noted that eqs. (1) and (2) include the effects of

structural motion in the parameter VL and indirectly by inclusion

of a peripheral shear energy term which transforms into kinetic

energy of the layer. In using eq. (1) or (2) for each layer, it

is necessary to consider the current projectile diameter d due

to flattening and the current effective mass of the projectile

taking account of material added from the previous layers. The

ballistic limit velocity VL would therefore be different for each

layer. Generally, the material, thickness, and spacing of the

( layers could be varied but the same material, layer thickness,

and spacing were used in each individual target in this investi-

gation.

The ballistic limit velocity V is obtained from the equations
L

for the mechanics of perforation and for structural response [i,

13,14]. For applying the kinetic equations [111 to the present

problem, a number of factors and material constants that appear

in those equations are specified as follows:

IK K - nose shape factor, eq. (7) of [11): taken to be 1/2 (spheri-

cal shape) 'or soft targets in which the plugs tear out and

mold to the projectile (e.g. ll00-H16 Al),and unity for

hard targets that flatten projectile and in which the plugs

form by shearing action (e.g. 6061-T6 Al); K = 1/2 for the

first layer since initial projectile shape is approximately

spherical.
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Ai,D i - area and diameter of cavity for the different stages of per-

foration according to [11]: taken to be constant over each

individual, relatively thin, layer thickness with the experi-

mentally observed average value of each layer used in the
calculations (Di same as d in eqs. (1) and (2)).

e - width of shear zone: values obtained from (121 for corres-

ponding material.

b - plug length: taken from results of [12] for corresponding

material and thickness. (Note: b E h in calculation of VL

although b = h is used as an approximation in the energy

balance eqs. (1) and (2)).

11 - coefficient of viscosity in rate equation (15) of [111 for

shear strength: taken to have value specified in (12] for

similar material.

GC•O yf - material properties: compressive and shear strengths and

failure shear strain as defined and used in [11] - measured

for specimens used in experiments. (Note: no strain rate
Ufactors were applied to a and y in this investigation.)

c f

Values of these material parameters for the projectile and

target plates used in the associated experimental program are listed

in Table 1. With these factors and material constants, the kinetic

equations of [11] enable determination of Vf and tf, the final velo-

city and the perforation time, for a prescribed Vi. These results

are then used in a computational algorithm together with structural
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response results to obtain VL, i.e. the Vi for which Vf = V kthe

structural velocity when t =t This redefinition of V states

that the threshhold of perforation is the physical situation when the

projectile velocity after penetrating a distance equal to the layer

thickness is equal to the structural velocity at that point.

In the case of beam targets, we used Parkes' analyses [13,14)

for the time dependent response of a rigid-plastic, clamped env beam

with no axial restraint subjected to the impact of a mass that remains

in contact with the beam. Each layer of the target, whether separated

or in contact, is considered an independent beam in this calculation.

For the case of beams in contact, the interaction effect between

layers is considered in the compressive energy term in eq. (2)

which is a more convenient procedure than calculating VL for the

multiple layers. According to the rigid-plastic beam model, the

initial stage of motion is a lateral deformation at the point of

impact and the movement of a symmetrical pair of plastic hinges

away from that point.

The structural velocity V at the impact point of a beam struck
5

by a mass m with velocity V. is given by eq. (5) of [14] as1 1

Vs  [ + (phwz/m)] (3)

where p is the beam density, h its thickness, w its width and z

the distance traveled by the plastic hinge from the impact point.

The distance z is a function of time after impact, t, and can be

obtained by inverting eq. (4) of [14],



z 6Mt 1 12Mt 2 48Mt 1/22ii  LV m -w~ (4)

m V. Vm phwV.

where M is the plastic limit moment (M = c wh2/4) and a is the
Y y

dynamic yield stress. In this application, the beam response could

be well approximated by a constant value of a determined by a strainy
rate factor on the "static" yi;eld stress, e.g. [151. Various experi-

mental results, e.g. [16], indicate that a rate factor of 1.3 is

reasonable for the dynamic plastic response of clamped aluminum

alloy beams.

To obtain V for a beam of a given material and dimensionsL
impacted by a projectile of known mass and diameter, a trial and

error procedure is employed to determine Vi (= VL) for which Vf = Vs

at t = tf where V is the final velocity according to [11]. Thenf f
when Vi > VL, the residual velocity Vfor each layer of the target

is computed from eq. (1) or (2) on a sequential basis and applied as

Vi to the following layer. The projectile will be stopped when

V < V for the next layer. It is noted that V generally increasesr L L
with each layer because of the increase of d with penetration distance.

The permanent deformation of each of the layers could be calcu-

If lated from the equations of [14] noting that the projectile mass re--

mains in contact with the beam only during the perforation time.

For mid-span impact on the layer that stops the projectile, the

permanent central deformation is obtained from (14] as
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m V
iYc =  1 2 (1+a)Zn (1+a) (5)

24pwhM (1+) j

where = pwhL/2m i and L is the beam length. Eq. (5) would apply

for a separate layer, but unperforated layers in contact would bend

together without shear interactions for large plastic deformations.

Eq. (5) would also be applicable for this case with h and M multi-

plied by the number of layers forward of the ztopped projectile.

II
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Experiments

A number of tests were performed in an instrumented ballistic

range on multi-layered targets composed of sets of aluminum

beams (strips of thin plating) which were either all in contact or

uniformly separated. The individual strip thicknesses were all

identical in a particular target but were not the same for differ-

ent targets, and the number of layers varied from one to the number

needed to stop the projectile. The specimen materials were commer-

cially pure aluminum (ll00-H16) and alloy 6061-T6; thicknesses and

material properties are given in Table 1. Sheets of 1100 aluminum

of 1mm thickness were only available in the 1100-H14 form. The

projectile was a standard 0.22 in. caliber lead bullet with an

average velocity of 375 m/sec. Properties of the projectile are also

listed in Table 1.

The beam specimens were 40mm wide with 230mm of free lengLh.

They were firmly clamped at their ends in a manner that was intended

to permit axial movement. Spacing for the separated layers was

about 13mm which was adequate to prevent int6:actions.

The ballistic range and its basic instrumentation was the same

as that described in [121 and [17]. A pair of photocells and a

counter measured the initial impact velocity while a third photo-

cell in line activated a pulse generator through a set of time

delay units. These were used to generate stroboscopic flashes at

specified intervals to take a triple exposure photograph of the

projectile after it perforated the target. A schematic of the
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arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. Calibration of the scale of the

photograph was made from a triple exposure photograph of an

unimpeded bullet of measured velocity. In each test, the final

velocity V was determined by the positions of three images of ther

projectile on the photograph. Total perforation time of the target

could be obtained by the delay time from the trigger (third) photo-

cell to the first flash knowing the distance of that photocell to

the front surface of the specimen, the distance from the rear sur-

face to the projectile at the flash instant, and V. and Vr. The
i r

actual time for perforation of the beams constituting the spaced

targets could be obtained by subtracting the free flight times

between layers which would be known from previous tests in the

series.

A test series of a given target material, beam thickness, and

configuration consisted of adding layers one at a time with each

test until the 0.22 in. caliber bullet was stopped. Examples of

these tcsts are shown in the triple exposure flash photographs of

Figs. 2, 3, and 4.

%I

I-
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Discussion of Results

Figure 2 shows a series of tests on 1100-H14 aluminum beams

of 1mm thickness spaced 13mm apart. The time interval between

the exposures varied from 74 Us to 112 Us. Points of interest on

the photographs are that shearing of the plug is accompanied by

tearing, and the ejected material molds to the projectile and

travels with it as a unit with a spherical nose; the projectile

path remains essentially straight; the cavity diameter increases

with penetration distance in a nonlinear manner; structural motion

is insignificant and limited to the perforation region until the

projectile velocity decreases and approaches the ballistic limit

of an individual layer. For the system shown in Fig. 2, 10 layers

were required to stop the bullet and the final two beams showed

large plastic deformation.

In Fig. 3, the beam specimens were of 6061-T6 aluminum and

were also 1mm thick. As in the previous case, the plugs joined the

bullet traveling with it as a unit along a straight path. For this

harder target material, the plugs were ejected primarily by shearing

action with relatively little tearing which resulted in a flat nose

for the composite projectile. The time interval between exposures

was 100 Us in these photographs; structural motion during the per-

foration times could be observed when the impact velocity is close

to the ballistic limit. Nonlinear cavity growth with penetration

distance is also observed. Results similar to Figs. 2 and 3 were

obtained for the various tests on spaced targets using differenti.["
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thicknesses of the two specimen materials.

A typical example of the response of target beams in contact

is shown in Fig. 4 for imm thick 1100-H14 aluminum layers. When

the total thickness hT is small, the impact velocities are much

higher than VL and the structural deformation is minor and limited

to the perforation zone. The composite projectile moves in a

straight path in this case as well and acquires a rounded nose since

the ejected soft target material molds to the bullet. As the number

of layers approaches the ballistic limit condition, the beams divide

into an initial group that experiences minor structural deformation

and a downstream group (usually 2 or 3 in number) that deform

J! together. Addition of layers near the limiting condition generally

causes the bullet to appreciably slow down or stop at a lower pene-

tration depth due to th~e higher compressive force. This leads to the

downstream layers experiencing a high impulse and therefore large

plastic deformation. The associated calculation procedure accounts

for these effects since the compressive force term in eq. (2) applies

up to the next to last layer and the overall plastic deformation,

eq. (5), depends directly on the square of the applied impulse.

A test observation was that the cavity growth with penetration

distance was generally greater for layers in contact than for com--

parable spaced beams. The variation of cavity diameter with penetra-

tion distance is shown in Fig. 5 for 1 and 2mm 1100-H14, -H16 beams

for the two geometrical conditions.

Experimental measurements in each test consisted of the exact

initial velocity (which averaged 375 m/s with a maximum variation

about 15 m/s), the residual velocity, the time for perforation, the
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cavity diameters for each beam, the maximum permanent deflection

of each beam, and the masses of the projectile and ejected material

after perforation. Details of the experimental results and corres-

ponding theoretical predictions based on the proposed analytical

procedure are given in Tables 2 and 3 and in [19]. The calculations

utilized the measured cavity diameters and the material properties

listed in Table 1, but were otherwise independent of empirical fac-

tors. Theoretical perforation times were not computed although it

is possible to obtain approximate values for them from the equations

of [11]. Measured contact times for perforation varied with total

target thickness and were relatively independent of individual layer

thicknesses. Comparison of the measured and calculated structural

deformations show a large amount of scatter but with a number of

cases of very good agreement. The observed deformation values are

almost always less than the predictions which is probably due to

some axial restraint in the target beams and the neglect of strain

hardening in the analysis. The large scatter of structural deforma-

tion results could be due to the relatively wide width of the experi-

mental beams, the neglect of the penetration energy in eq. (5), .-nd

also to the sensitivity of the system to small variations of the

governing parameters near the ballistic limit condition.

A reasonable basis to compare the experimental results with

the proposed analytical procedure is to examine the dependence of

the parameter AV/Vi (where AV is the velocity drop) on the total

target thickness. This is a fairly standard method for representing

ballistic test results [21. A number of examples of experimental
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and associated analytical results are shown in Figs. 6 to 10.

An overall comparison of these results indicates that the

proposed analytical procedure does lead to reasonably good pre-

dictions. Calculated results for monolithic beam targets, Fig. 6,

are in better agreement with tests than those calculated from the

equations of [11] due to the inclusion of structural deformation in

the present analysis. The influence of structural deformation on

the perforation process could be seen by the variation of results

for different individual beam thicknesses. Spaced targets become

less effective as the individual layers become thinner and an

optimum layer thickness appears to be about hv(l/ 3 )hT, Figs. 7 and

9. As expected, the stronger target material, 6061-T6, is more

effective but not in proportion to its relative strength in this

case. The spaced targets are generally less effective than corres-

ponding monolithic targets although the resistance is almost the

same for the optimum layer thickness. This implies that under

these circumstances the effect of structural bending almost compen-

sates for the lower shear and compressive strength of separated layers.

Layered beams in contact, Figs. 8 and 10, have the highest bal-

listic resistance of the systems examined as they demonstrate both

compressive strength and structural deformation. In th.s case, the

higher strength of the 6061-T6 material is more fully utilized and

this material is almost twice as effective as 1100-H16 for the
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1 optimum layer thickness condition. The ballistic resistance of

laminated beams is less sensitive than spaced layers to the thick-

, ness of the individual layers, although a lamina thickness of about

a third the total also appears to be optimum for this case. With

this optimum lamina thickness, laminated 6061-T6 beams are about

50% more effective (i.e. require about 2/3 the weight), and

1100-H16 beams are about 25% more effective (i.e. require about

80% the weight), than monolithic targets of corresponding material.

1z

..
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Conclusions

j A method has been developed for including the effect of overall

structural deformation in an analysis of the ballistic perforation

process. Calculated results for the projectile velocity drop based

on this combined theory are in fairly good agreement with corres-

ponding experiments. A factor in the equations is the perforated

cavity diameter which was obtained from the experiments. The theory

is otherwise essentially self-contained within the assumptions of

the analyses on which it is based. When the proposed theory is ap-

plied to multi-layered target beams, some of the consequences which

are supported by the experimental data are as follows:

1. For the test conditions and specimens, the general order of

ballistic resistance of the beam targets, starting with maximum,
1

was: multi-layered flat beams in contact, an equivalent weight

uniform beam, and separated flat beams of equal weight. Results

for layers in contact are not very sensitive to tne thickness of

the individual layer although a particular layer thickness,

hn(il/3)hT, leads to maximum ballistic resistance. Separated layers

showed decreasing resistance as the individual layers became thinner.

A similar optimum thickness, h%(i/ 3)hTalso appears to exist for

spaced targets which leads to ballistic resistance values compar--

able to those of a monolithic target. The relatively greater resis-

tance of layered beams in contact is apparently due to structural

deformation acting as an effective energy absorbing mechanism.

[
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Separated layers have the least resistance in this application due

to the absence of the compressive stress effect and their indepen-

dence in structural deformation.

2. Consideration of structural deformation in the perforation

analysis increases the ballistic limit VL. On the basis of only

st-ructural motion, the ballistic limit would increase with de-

c easing plastic limit moment and decreasing density of the target

material. These properties also have a direct effect on the per-

foration process so their net influence on VL is complicated.

3. Maximum structural deformation of an individual layer occurs

at or close to its ballistic limit. This agrees with the observa-

tions of other investigators [9,181.

( I

LV
<V

p
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Fig. 7 - Velocity drop as a function of total material thickness

of 0.22 in. caliber lead bullets perforating spaced

1100 aluminum beams (width: 40mm; length: 230mm).

F g. 8 - Velocity drop as a function of total material thickness

of 0.22 in. caliber lead bullets perforating 1100

ialuminum beams in contact (width: 40mm; length 230mm).

Fig. 9 - Velocity drop as a function of total material thickness

of 0.22 in. caliber lead bullets perforating spaced

aluminum alloy beams (width: 40mm; lengtb: 230mm).

Fig. 10 - Velocity drop as a function of total material thickness

of 0.22 in. caliber lead bullels perforating aluminum

alloy beams in contact (width: 40mm; length 230mm).
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TABLE 1 -Properties of Target Spe-irers and Projeet'ile

1. Projectile

Itf
Material: lead; diameter: 0.22 in. (5.56mm); initial wih:26gm.

Average velocity at impact: 375 rn/sec.

Nose factor K =1/2 for initial impact condition.

2. Target Specimens

Specimen Layer Yield Compressive Shear Plug
;Material Thickness Strength Strength Strength Length

h (mm) a (static) a To (.tatic) b [12]

(kg /mm2 (kg /mm2) (kg f/mm') (mm)

jAl 1100-H114 1.0 12.5 13.5 7.7 0.7

Al 1100-H16 2.0 14 16.5 8.4 1.

Al 1100-H16 2.5 14 16.5 8.4 1.7
;Al 1100-H16 3.0 14 16.5 8.4 2.2Al66-6 10242 1106
Al 6061-T6 1.0 24 28 21.1 0.65

{Al 6061-T6 2.1 28 33.2 21.1 1.5

Al 6061-T6 3.6 26 31.5 21.1 2.5

Al 6061-T6 4.76_ 28 -- 34.6 21.1-

weight density: 2.7 gm f/cm,

width of shear zone e, [121: Al 1100: 1.3mm; Al 6061: 1.5mm

shear strength rate coeff. pi, [12]: Al 1100: 1; Al 6061: 10 (gm.sec/cm)

stanrb atro l 10 .;A 01 .
stai rt fctronowA 100 .3 A 06: .

Failure strain in shear y f [12]: 0.20
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